Remember people have been making up things that have been presented as fact in this case ever since it
happened. The first people to engage in the deceptions was TM's parents when the released a picture
that was at least 2 years as if it was a current picture of TM. GZ actual statements have been consistent
from day one.
From reading the various original reports from day 1 - not from places like CNN and such - this is what
happened:
1) GZ while heading to/or from the store noticed a person acting suspicious.
2) He calls police dispatch and follows the individual in his vehicle.
3) The dispatcher indicates they don't need him to follow the person and GZ agrees.
4) Meanwhile, the person has disappeared.
5) GZ gets out of his vehicle to figure out the exact address for the police to meet him.
6) While returning to his vehicle he is attacked. He is punched in the face , knocked to the ground and
his head is slammed onto the sidewalk.
7) In trying stop from being further hurt or killed he is moving around and his gun is exposed.
8) The attacker tries for the gun, GZ stops him and is forced to shoot his attacker. Remember, he never
reached for his gun before this.
9) Police and medics arrive. GZ is treated for his injuries and GZ is arrested. The attacker is dead
from a single gunshot.
10) A review of the evidence, including the third party 911 call, shows it is a self-defense case and GZ
is the victim and released.
11) Attacker is identified as Trayvon Martin, who had been suspended from school again for drug
residue possession.
12) When GZ is not charged with a crime, TM's parents release a picture at least 2 year old and started
screaming racism.
13) People continue to this day to distort and lie about what happened.
For Information between 2 and 3 from ObamaDualer
Yes, I agree that TM was the aggressor.
He did not get out of his vehicle after he first saw Martin. He drove down to the Club House. Martin
subsequently walked by Z's position.
The dispatch asked him to find Z (Find TM) after Z said he lost sight of him, so Z pulled out for the
Club House parking area and turned right. He followed a left bend and parked again some distance
from where he saw Martin again.
When Martin saw Z, Martin actually walked up to Z's vehicle and walked around it (in a circle?) before
heading back and disappearing again.
Only then did Z get out. He didn't walk where Martin had gone out of sight but down a sidewalk where
the altercation later took place. From #5 on, your description fits what is said on the video perfectly.
It wasn't until Z was already returning to his vehicle that dispatch said they didn't want him to follow
Martin. Right after that Martin confronted Z and sucker punched him and used the cement sidewalk as

a weapon.

DRLJR ObamaDualer I don't believe it's a typo. If I'm remembering correctly - and you might want to
review the walk through video - when Z was at the Club house, Martin walked past Z's vehicle and
then disappeared. That's when dispatch asked him to relocate the unknown teen.
So Z pulled out and took a right turn which then bends to the left where he parked after driving just a
short way down. At that point he didn't know the street name when dispatch asked him for the name of
the street.
Subsequently Martin saw him parked and walked towards it again and circled around before going
back towards the distant townhouses. Z does say what he means by circling the car.
Z decides to go down a sidewalk has is on the backside of some other townhouses partly to see if he
can keep an eye on Martin and partly to go to the other side where he can get a street name and a street
number.
After he does that he comes back past another sidewalk, a junction of 2 sidewalks if you will. Martin
sees Z. Martin is behind and to the left of Z Z didn't see him in the dark when he passed the junction
until Martin makes a comment.
The video probably does a better job of explaining it than I've done here. plus it's easier to visual it that
way. I might also have made errors in recalling it all.

The persecution of George Zimmerman continues. Anyone who followed this case and looked at the
real facts of the case know that it was Trayvon Martin's actions that caused his death. People keep
projecting Trayvon Martin's behavior on George Zimmerman. For instance the "stalking" claim. After
getting noticed while apparently getting ready to break into a home, Trayvon Martin eventually
disappeared from George Zimmerman sight. It is obvious he was waiting for an opportunity to attack
George Zimmerman when one looks at Trayvon Martin's real character and actions that night.
Remember, George Zimmerman was talking to the police and doing what the police recommended and
Trayvon Martin did not go the house he was staying at but followed George Zimmerman. Look at the
real facts and not the lies put out the anti-Zimmerman people and media.

George Zimmerman is the victim in this whole situation. Anyone who
takes an honest look at the real facts of this case know this. First,
George Zimmerman was a victim of Travor Martin's violent and criminal
behavior. Travon Martin was, based upon Mr Martin's behavior and past,
in the process of breaking into a home and wanted to get rid of the
witness. Then George Zimmerman was a victim of Mr Martin's parents'
active deception of who and what their son was - a violent drug using
thief and possible drug dealer. Remember, one of his suspensions was
due to the possession of stolen property, two were for illicit drugs and
apparently six others exist for violent behavior.
Then the Black American racist started their campaign of deception
making the typical excuses for the bad behavior of Black Americans and
claiming George Zimmerman was at fault. Even though Mr Martin's
behavior - past and present - created the situation in the first place.
Then a politically grand standing prosecutor climbed on the band wagon,

ignoring the facts of the case, creating a fake crime knowing full well
that a grand jury would never have indicted Mr Zimmerman based upon the
facts. Which was why the police dropped all potential charges in the
first place. And then there is George Zimmerman's victimization by the
media who actively promoted this fraud to create a racial event where
none exists. A pattern that has been repeated over and over by
manufacturing facts and editting evidence to create something that does
not exist.
All Mr Zimmerman was doing that night was trying to protect his
neighbors' property after seeing someone acting suspecious. He
contacted the police and followed their recomendations. Travon Martin
waited for the opportunity to eliminate the witness to his actions and
as a result he died. People need to take the time to learn the facts
and stop buying into the racially motivated deception that has been
created by the bigots and media opportunist. The facts are there for
people who want to learn the truth.
Donald R Laster Jr

From Diane
This is so typical of blacks it has to be their way or its wrong. They throw out the race card and boom
you have the NAACP.Al and Jessie along with Obama and the DOJ Eric ranting about this case. Why
didn't they get all upset when two Black teens shot a 10 month old baby in the face while they robbed
the mother? Just goes to show how all of them think. I can't understand how anyone could say
Zimmerman was racial profiling. The people in his neighborhood said "Black Teens were breaking into
homes and robbing them" So what Zimmerman should look for white teens? No!! If the blacks want to
blame anyone for Martins death they should blame the teens who were breaking into the homes in that
neighborhood They are the reason Zimmerman wanted to see what Martin was up to.
To AC360
When are people going to open their eyes and look at the real Trayvon Martin and stop making excuses
for his behavior and the consequences of his behavior? When one looks past the deception of his
parents, fake civil rights distortions, media distortions and lies one finds he was a violent drug using
thief. He was suspended 6 to 9 times for violent behavior - apparently once for beating up a bus driver,
at least twice for drugs and once for possession of stolen property. What other bad behavior has the
media refused to discuss because Trayvon Martin was Black? If Trayvon Martin was White, Hispanic
or Asian we would have known his real background and behavior early on. This event would not have
even made the national news and would have disappeared from the local news in no time at all.
When one looks at the facts of this case and the real sequence of events Mr Martin was apparently
planning to break into a home in a community that had been plague by crime, where the culprits were
identified as young black men by the victims - including the victims of a home invasion. Where were
the news reports looking at and reporting on the real events. When one looks at both players in this
case and the real facts of the case it becomes clear what was going on. Trayvon Martin was trying to
get rid of the witness to his actions. But does the media discuss the facts honestly? No - the
manufacturer and promote lies which anyone who takes the time can eventually identify as lies.
If people want to discuss the issue with the children - regardless of ethnicity and race - it is a simple

issue. If you engage in questionable behavior there are consequences. If you attack someone you may
get hurt or killed. Bad behavior results in bad consequences. Just because something bad happens to
you does not mean it is because of your ethnicity. This is called PARENTING. When is the Black
community going to start parenting their children again? They did it in the 1950 and 1960s? When one
takes the ethnicity issue out of all of the so-called racial events over the last 30 to 40 years one
discovers ethnicity had nothing to do with the consequences the individuals involved suffered. It was
their BEHAVIOR that created the problem. Behavior that creates consequences regardless of the
ethnicity of the person involved. It also seems that Black Americans never want to accept
responsibility for the behavior. Maybe they as a group need to grow up.
If the Black community does not wake up and stop screaming racism when racism has nothing to do
with a situation they are going to continue to lose in every aspect of society. The problems of the Black
community today have nothing to do with race or ethnicity. It is the behavior they promote, tolerate
and excuse. Just look at the crime rates in Black communities. I for one am tired of the self-serving
pundits who are constantly making race and ethnicity the source of problems, when the source of the
problems is behavior of the individuals who suffered the negative consequences.
DRLJR

Jane Velez/Mitchell
Jane,
Notice how both of your Black guest can not get the past the race issue. The problems of the Black
community has nothing to do with their race. And all of your guest are trying to blame guns and not
the real problem - bad behavior of Black individuals. The problem is the Black community promotes
violence and racism. Every time something happens to a Black individual the Black Community
screams racism when it is the behavior of the Black individual involved that created the problem. As a
result people have to always be caution of unknown Black individuals because the Black Community's
refusal to hold Black individuals responsible for the bad behavior and their constant excuse of bad
behaviors.
The two Black women and of the others blames Mr Zimmerman for getting out of his car and ignores
the facts of the case - Mr Martin was no where in sight; Mr Zimmerman got out to identify his exact
location for the police; and Mr Zimmerman was attacked by Mr Martin who obviously was waiting for
an opportunity to attack Mr Zimmerman. They continues to repeat the lie that George Zimmerman
stalked Trayvon Martin. They, and everyone should really take the time to learn the facts. But since
they and so many people are vested in the promotion of racism they refuse to look at the real facts.
Then we have the white-washing of Mr Martin's real behavior and the deception by Mr Martin
parents. Suspended for drug possession twice, stolen property once and 6 to 9 times for violence including an assault and battery on a bus-driver Mr Martin behavior indicates a propensities for
violence. When one looks at Mr Martin's real nature he is found to be violent drug using thug. Mr
Martin was apparently preparing to break into the home he was looking into and wanted to get rid of
the witness to his planned crime. Anyone who looked at the real information and reviewed his past
behavior it is clear Mr Martin was the aggressor from day one.

From reading the various original reports and available documentation from day 1 this is what
happened:
1) GZ while heading to/or from the store noticed a person acting suspicious. The community has been
suffering from break-ins, robberies and at least one home invasion where the culprits were identified as
young Black men. The person was seen up against a home looking into a window. The tapes indicate
GZ did not know the ethnicity of the person at this point either.
2) He calls police dispatch and follows the individual in his vehicle. It has also been reported that Mr
Martin walked around George Zimmerman's vehicle as well. Which would be an attempt to intimidate
Mr Zimmerman and to identify the witness to his, Mr Martin's, planned crime.
3) The dispatcher indicates they don't need him to follow the person and GZ agrees. Apparently Mr
Zimmerman may have misunderstood a request from the dispatcher.
4) Meanwhile, the person has disappeared.
5) GZ gets out of his vehicle to figure out the exact address for the police to meet him.
6) While returning to his vehicle he is attacked. He is punched in the face, knocked to the ground and
his head is slammed onto the sidewalk.
7) In trying stop from being further hurt or killed he is moving around and his gun is exposed.
8) The attacker tries for the gun, GZ stops him and is forced to shoot his attacker. Remember, he never
reached for his gun before this.
9) Police and medics arrive. GZ is treated for his injuries and GZ is arrested. Early reports indicated
Mr Zimmerman was charged with involuntary manslaughter. The attacker is dead from a single
gunshot.
10) A review of the evidence, including the third party 911 call, shows it is a self-defense case and GZ
is the victim and released.
11) Attacker is identified as Trayvon Martin, who had been suspended from school again for drug
"residue" possession.
12) When GZ is not charged with a crime, TM's parents release a picture at least 2 year old (or older)
and started screaming racism. The deception about their son's real nature starts. In addition, Mr
Martin's Facebook page is taken down. Reports indicate that his Facebook page also reveal his violent
behavior as well as his other behavior most people would consider bad and even criminal.
13) People continue to this day to distort and lie about what happened. This includes making up facts
and statements supposedly from George Zimmerman.
I am tired of people lying about this case and refusing to deal with the real facts. And I get fed up
listening to pundits repeat the sames lies over and over. This case is a simple self-defense case where a
violent drug using thief and thug was killed as a result of his attack on a person who saw what appeared
to be a crime in progress.

Instead of getting these dishonest pundits on the show you should get your staff to do some real
research on the cases.
On the other cases you mentioned - the Black woman needs a new lawyer to prepare an appeal. Where
was the media on this Black-on-Black offense? But then Black-on-Black violence is so common and
with the Black Communities refusal to hold Black individuals responsible for bad behavior it is not
surprising the media companies ignored it. As for the White man who shot the black teenagers in the
car when one considers the bad and violent behavior of Black Americans one must consider the fact
that when he made a comment about the loud music they may have threatened him and pretend to have
a gun in order to intimidate him.
People must also consider the "Knock-Out" "game" young Black men have been doing where they
attack unsuspecting Whites, Asians or other people. So as a result we come full circle to the problem
that the Black community promotion of racism and its constant excuse of bad behavior has resulted in
people having to considering unknown Black men to be threat or otherwise suspicious until the people
get to known them. In short the Black community is constantly creating their own problems and they
refuse to address the problems they create. It is not about race or ethnicity but BEHAVIOR and they
refuse to deal with it.
Donald R Laster Jr.

Maranatha_Mark
@RalphGaines @ObamaDualer @Henry Leunissen @JoeZimmerman @pissedoff Actually TM's past
does have everything to do with it, when you are try to establish whether or not if was out of character
for him to attack someone in this case Zimmerman. When we look at his past that the media worked so
hard to conceal from the public, we find a young man who was prone to violence and drug culture, and
who wanted to be in a gang, to the point that he made his own gang tats. Based on his history we have
picture of a young man out of control who like to play the knock-out game, and had a bad temper. It
was Trayvon who picked the fight, and apparently he sat under the same teacher you had, cause he
appears to have recognize he was bigger, and thought, he would be able to easily take out Zim, or he
would have never doubled back and attacked Zimmerman. Of course, TM didn't know Zim was
packing, but most bad tempered folks seldom think ahead. And Zim didn't know he was watching and
then later, fighting with a unarmed minor, all he knew is a large man had jumped out at him, and then
the next thing he knew he was on his back with a man sitting on his chest punching and bashing his
head into the ground, and he was starting to lose consciousness. Zim in no reasonable way instigated
that melee. If you are in a gated, private community high crime rate or not, the residents have a right to
ask you who you are and what you are doing, now add to that, the fact that their had been over 15
break-ins over the last year, including a home intrusion, and you have what anyone would see as a man
(6'+feet tall), walking NOT on the sidewalk, but up around the houses, which is suspicious behavior for
anyone, so naturally the neighborhood watch person SHOULD be following to see what this stranger
acting so strangely is up to. You, nor I, or Trayvon has a right to run up and punch someone following

us, especially when we are the ones acting suspicious!
What I hate is Trayvon had been heading for this kind of trouble for a while, and his mother and father
either couldn't guide him away from it or care so little about him as not to even try to help! I hate that
Trayvon will not have a chance to repent of his past bad choices, and turn his life around, but at the
time of his death, the evidence suggest that Trayvon's behavior was that of a thug. But that's is just the
evidence I have seen, seems to suggest. I can't be sure, cause I never met Trayvon, and his facebook
page and most other things about Trayvon's past illegal activities have been kept hush-hush or scrubbed
from the net, as best as the media can. Sorry, but all we can go by is the facts and evidence we have
available, and all it seems to suggest that Trayvon had started down a path of ruin, it just came to an
unexpect end, sooner than most.
Maranatha_Mark
@RalphGaines @Maranatha_Mark @ObamaDualer @Henry
Leunissen @JoeZimmerman @pissedoff The first thing you've said I can agree with. Zimmerman
didn't know his past or who he was... all he did know is there appeared to be a man walking around
neighbors' houses at night, which is suspicious, in most peoples books; he also knows there had been
over a dozen break-ins over the past several months, including a home intrusion. He didn't know if the
'man' he saw was armed or not, or whether he belonged there in that gated community, and he did know
that the guy wasn't walking down the sidewalk, like normal people! Maybe where you are from, it is a
common occurrence for folks to walk up around your house at night, but around here that is called
trespassing, and will likely get you either shot, set on you and/or arrested. We know, after the event,
that Trayvon had made a serious of bad life choices, and was a "thug", but that only matters because we
only have one story which we are trying to determine if the event could have happened the way he said
they did - Trayvon confronted, sucker punched and then jumped on top of him and was severely
beating Zimmerman... to the point Zimmerman feared for his life or that he was about to be gravely
injured. That's why Trayvon's history was important, and why the media worked feverishly to scrub his
facebook page and other social media and cell text. For if the public actually learned who Trayvon was
or who he was trying to be, there would have been no way it would have lasted as long as it has, and
hard for the race angle to be cultivated as much as they have!
------As I read and watch the coverage of these “Trayvon Martin” protests I am reminded of a “Penn &
Teller” show where they discussed how they got people to sign a petition to ban a substance that
destroyed land, killed people and had a number of other nasty effects. People signed the petition in
droves at an environmental gathering without even understanding that the petition was for banning
dihydrogen-oxide or as it is commonly known – water. Even now I see people ignoring the facts and
buying into the lies of Mr Martin parents and the fake civil-rights race-mongers. This case is not and
never was about ethnicity or race. It is about the behavior of a teenager, who happened to be Black,
who make a choice to break into a home, realized he was seen and then tried to get rid of the witness.
Anyone who took the time to look at the real information can see this. Even without the knowledge we
know now about Trayvon Martin this is obvious – it one takes the time to look at the facts honestly and
takes off the racism filters.
The problems in the Black community and that Black-Americans have to deal with today have nothing
to do with race or ethnicity. In fact, no real race based incidents have made it national news for
decades. From this case, the Rodney King case and the death of the violent dealer dealer shot by police
after trying to run over two police officers at an illegal night club, none were not about race. In every

one of these cases it was about behavior. Rodney King was high, drunk and attacked the police officers
arresting him after they stopped him for the accidents and damage he caused. The drug dealer could
not afford to be questioned by police since had arrest warrants out so he tried to run down the officers.
Mr Martin attacked the witness to his, apparent based upon the evidence, planned burglary of the home
he was observed looking into. All of the cases are about BEHAVIOR, which anyone other than BlackAmericans, would say to the culprit “if you can't do the time don't the crime.” In the 1970's and 1980's
Black-Americans even rejected education – i.e. they rejected the “White Man's education”. Instead of
facing what they have done to themselves, Black-Americans blame everyone or everything else other
than the culprit or themselves for the consequences of their actions.
The Black-American community refuses to hold other Black-Americans responsible for the actions and
actively makes excuses for their behavior – going so far as to assist in covering up the bad behavior.
Mr Martin's parents have actively worked to cover up their son's violent behavior, his drug use and his
theft activity. They have gone so far as to release a picture that is a least 2 years old and reflects Mr
Martin as age 15 or younger. Does the Black community call them on this deception? No – they run
with it and refuse to hold Mr Martin responsible for this action. Instead they stroke the fraudulent
claims of racism in order to railroad the real victim in this case – George Zimmerman. A man who was
watching out for his neighbors who were victims of thefts, vandalism and at least one home invasion –
described as being done “young Black men”.
What has this overall behavior of the Black-American community done for them. Young Black men
have an employment rate around 50%. Many can not even read or write. They kill each other and
attack others. Why would anyone want to hire a Black-American considering their behavior – both the
real behavior and the image of their behavior they have created for themselves. Until BlackAmericans stop blaming racism and saying what happens to them is due to their being Black they will
continue to lose in every aspect of their lives. Until they admit the problem is their behavior and
actually change their behavior no one will want to be associated with or near them. And those that want
to make a better life for themselves have to work past the negative image the Black-American
community has created for themselves. Until Black-Americans open their eyes and face the problems
they themselves created for themselves over the last 30 to 40 years no one will take their word or trust
their actions. It's not racism but is common sense. After all, who is going to trust a person who refuses
to deal with the own behaviors, lies about themselves and others. And who is always passing the buck
and blaming others for what they do?

